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Four past midnight first edition

The first four editions of Midnight last night includedAuthorStephen KingCover artistRob Wood-StansburyCountryUnited StatesLanguageEnglishGenreSupernatural fiksyenPublisherVikingPublication date September 24, 1990Media typePrint (hardcover)Pages763ISBN978-0-670-83538-6Preced
bySkeleton Crew Followed byNightmares &amp; Dreamscapes Four Midnight is a collection of novellas written by Stephen King in 1988 and 1989 and published in August 1988[1] It is the second book of this type, The first is a Different Season. The collection won the Bram Stoker Award in 1990 for Best
Collection[2] and was nominated for the Locus Award in 1991. [3] In the introduction, King said that, while the collection of four novellas such as The Seasons is different, the book is more strictly spooky with supernatural elements. [4] The content of the four novellas contained in the collection is explained
here: The Langoliers This sex is about novellas. For the televised miniseries, see The Langoliers (miniseries). The LangoliersThe Founder Of Stephen KingCountryUnited StatesLanguageEnglishGenre (s) Wikiquote's dark fantasy has a passage related to: Four Mid-night Flight Attendant Brian Engle, just
after a difficult flight from Tokyo to Los Angeles, learns that his ex-wife Anne has died in an accident in Boston, and he boards a difficult flight from Tokyo to Los Angeles, knowing that his ex-wife Anne has died in a crash in Boston. , and he boarded a difficult flight from Tokyo to Los Angeles, knowing that
his ex-wife Anne had died in an accident in Boston, and he boarded a difficult flight from Tokyo to Los Angeles, learned that his ex-wife Anne had died in an accident in Boston, and he boarded a difficult flight from Tokyo to Los Angeles, knowing that his ex-wife Anne had died in an accident in Boston ,
and he boarded a difficult flight from Tokyo to Los Angeles, knowing that his ex-wife Anne had died in an accident in Boston, and he boarded a difficult flight from Tokyo to Los Angeles, learned that his ex-wife Anne had died in an accident in Boston, and he boarded a difficult flight from Tokyo to Los
Angeles, knowing that his ex-wife Anne had died in an accident in Boston , and he boarded a difficult flight from Tokyo to Los Angeles, knowing that his ex-wife Anne had died in an accident on the Boss A flight spoke of an extraordinary phenomenon over the Aurora-like Mojave Desert. Brian fell asleep
during his time off, having been awake throughout his previous flight. Dinah Bellman, a young blind girl with psikik ability, also and was awake to find that he and several other passengers were missing. Dinah, wig errors for the scalp, screams and wakeful brian and nine other passengers: teacher Laurel
Stevenson, English diplomat Nick Hopewell, author Bob Jenkins, violinist Albert Kaussner and his lady friend Bethany Simms, businessman Rudy Warwick, mechanic Don Gaffney, bank manager Craig Toomy and a female friend, Bethany Simms, businessman Rudy Warwick, mechanic Don Gaffney,
bank manager Craig Toomy and a female friend , Bethany Simms, business expert Rudy Warwick, mechanic Don Gaffney, bank manager Craig Toomy and a female friend, Bethany Simms, business man Rudy Warwick, mechanic Don Gaffney, bank manager Craig Toomy and a female friend, Bethany
Simms, business man Rudy Warwick, mechanic Don Gaffney, bank manager Craig Toomy and a female friend, Bethany Simms, business expert Rudy Warwick, mechanic Don Gaffney, bank manager Craig Toomy and a friend. , Bethany Simms, business expert Rudy Warwick, mechanic Don Gaffney,
Passengers found that the crew and passengers who were awake had gone missing, leaving the airline under the control of autopilot. Brian escorted the plane, but was unable to establish any outside connection, and passengers could only see the dark void beneath the plane. Brian successfully lands in
Bangor, Maine despite an angry rebuttal from Craig, who insists on getting to Boston for an important trial that will decide his fate. On arrival, they found a prairie airfield. The clock has stopped, there is no electricity, and the environment seems generally unwell. Since all products and materials have lost
their quality, the fuel does not burn, thus hindering any subsequent flights. Dinah heard an approaching and threatening sound, and the group agreed to leave before he arrived. Craig doesn't think it's a conspiracy against him. take Bethany's hostages at gunpoint, but the environment has robbed her
potential pistol, and passengers detained Craig. Bob concludes that the aforementioned phenomenon is rip time that has sent their planes into the past. As dinah reported that the sound was getting closer, Craig was related to Dinah and Laurel that the sound was removed by Langoliers, who was said by
his repressive father to hunt down and eat careless and unmotivated boys. Albert theorized that time still flows inside the aircraft, which is evident when the food brought on board was restored to its normal nature. With the realization that fuel pumped into the plane would also return to normal, Brian had a
refreshed aircraft and he managed to start the engine. Meanwhile Craig freed himself from the tie-up and stabbed Dinah, seeing him become the main Langolier. Despite this, Dinah insists Craig cannot be killed because the group needs it alive. As Albert and Don sought a rewind for Dinah, Craig killed
Don before Albert bowed him down. Destroyed, while transported to the plane, telepathically brought Craig onto the runway, where he fine-advised his board meeting. Langoliers appear in the form of tooth-toothed spherical creatures, and they are distracted from the plane departing as they devote Craig
and the reality around. Bob suggested that the purpose of the Langoliers was to clean up what was contained in the past by consuming it. Dinah conquered his injuries, and the plane approached the rip time of time. Bob realizes that passengers must sleep when going through rips, otherwise they will
disappear. Albert suggested lowering cabin pressure to induce unconsciousness, requiring a passenger to sacrifice himself by remaining conscious to restore pressure shortly before the plane went through the rip. Nick volunteered, wanting atone for mistaken shooting and killing three Irish children, and
he asked Laurel to go to his father to ask for forgiveness. Nick, wearing an emergency oxygen mask, flies the plane through the rip and disappears. Brian was awake and landed the plane in Los Angeles, but passengers were again filled with deserted airports. Realizing that they are in the near future,
passengers take shelter against the walls to avoid human traffic at the airport and wait for the present to chase them. The rising waves of noise and movement hit them and they find themselves nowadays again. The film adaptation of The Langoliers was adapted for a two-part TV movie in 1994. TV
movie stars Kate Maberly, Kimber Riddle, Patricia Wettig, Mark Lindsay Chapman, Frankie Faison, Baxter Harris, Dean David Morse, Christopher Collet, and Bronson Pinchot. The film version of The Langoliers, which was produced to be broadcast on ABC-TV, has been filmed almost exclusively in and
around Bangor International Airport in Bangor, Maine (where the author author King attended college[5]) during the summer of 1994. [6] King himself, picking many famous cameos Alfred Hitchcock, made a cameo appearance in the film as boss Craig Toomy during Toomy's fine refines. [7] Secret
Window, Secret Garden Secret Window, Secret Gardens AuthorStephen KingGenre(s)Horror,Thriller Secret Window, Secret Garden is similar to the previous King's novel The Dark Half. Both are about the thinly veiled writers of the King's own analogues—Thad Beaumont in The Dark Half and Mort
Rainey in the Secret Window, The Secret Garden. Mort Rainey's plot is a successful novelist in Maine. One day, he was confronted by a man from Mississippi named John Shooter who claimed Mort plagiarized the story he wrote. Mort vehemently denies ever plagiarizing anything. The leaf shooter, but
not before leaving his manuscript, The Secret Garden window. Mort throws a manuscript into the trash can. When Mort's house recovered the manuscript—thinking it belonged to Mort-he finally read the shooter's story, finding that it was almost identical to his short story of the Cementing Season. The only
difference is the title, character name, dictionary, and ending. Mort was disrupted by these findings. The shooter returned a few days later. Having learned that Sowing Season was published two years before the Shooter claimed to have written a Secret Window, Secret Garden, Mort confronted the
Shooter with this information. An angry Shooter accused Mort of lying down and demanding evidence, giving Mort three days to show him the published story. Overnight, he killed a Mort cat and burned the home of Mort's ex-wife, containing a magazine issue where Sow Season was published. Mort
ordered a new copy of the magazine. He also asked his carer Greg Carstairs to tail the Shooter and spoke to a man named Tom Greenleaf, who drove past Mort and the Shooter. The shooter, angry that Mort had engaged others in their business, killed both men and evidence plants that skipped Mort for
murder. Having received the magazine and returned home, Mort found that The Sow Season was released. Mort realized that John Shooter was his own split personality. Mort has created Shooter out of guilt for stealing a story early in his career titled Crowfoot Mile and has recently been suspected of
another act of plagiarism, although he is innocent of a second time. Tom never saw the Shooter while driving by-he saw Mort, by himself. Mort realized he burned his own house, killed his own cat, and killed two people. He's black out. Fifteen minutes later she rose, only to hear who she believed the
shooter pulled into her driveway. Desperate for any sign himself, he rushed outside just to find his ex-wife, Amy. Ruined, he lost control of his body and mind to the Shooter. Amy found out that Mort had gone crazy, having written the word Shooter all over the house. He's He Mort's study, in which the
Shooter tried to kill him in an ambush. He managed to escape. The shooter, chasing Amy outside, was shot by her insurance agent. Mort became himself again, Amy's address, and died. Later, Amy and Ted Milner—a man she had an affair before divorcing Mort—discuss her ex-husband's motives. He
pointed out that Mort had become two people, one of them characters so obviously it became real. He then remembers something that Tom witnessed—when he drove past Mort alone, he saw the Shooter and Mort in his rear-view mirror, but the Shooter was transparent. Amy later revealed that while
digging through Mort's home, she found Shooter's trademark cap. He left him right on a garbage bag. When he returned, he found a note from The Shooter in the reverse cap, revealing that he had travelled back to Mississippi with the story he came to, Crowfoot Mile. Amy said that Mort had created a
character so obviously, she actually came to life. A 2004 film adaptation called Secret Window was made, starring Johnny Depp, John Turturro, Maria Bello and Timothy Hutton. Movie storylines differ from novels, especially in their respective endings. In the film, Mort kills his wife and lover, while in the
novel he was murdered before he had a chance to do so. In the film, after months it was shown that Mort grew corny in his wife's garden, in which it implied that she buried her and her lover, thereatly removing any evidence that she killed them. Another difference is the title of the short story: in the film,
Mort Rainey writes a story called Secret Window and John Shooter writes The Sow Season. The story in the film version is set in upstate New York instead of Maine. [8] A three-episode radio adaptation aired in 2003 on BBC Radio 4 starring Henry Goodman, William Roberts, Barbara Barnes, Lee
Montague and Kerry Shale. [9] King's inspiration has been the subject of unfounded allegations of plagiarism. One woman claimed that King stole some ideas of her story and characters based from her books on her. All of his cases were dismissed. [10] In another incident, an estranged man broke into
the King's house, and when discovered by King's wife, claimed that King stole a Misery plot from an aunt of the intruder and that he had a bomb in the shoe box he was holding and would blow up the house. The fake bomb was made of pencils with paper wrapped around the eraser. [11] Police Library
Members of the Library of PolicePengarangStephen KingGenre Horror Library members recounted about Sam Peebles and his battle against fears Peebles was asked to give a speech to his local Rotary Club. An office assistant (Naomi Higgins) directed her to a public library to check books that might
help with her speech writing. At the library, he received library cards and assistance in finding books from senior citizens, gold, Lortz. Having seen a series of disturbing posters in the children's section, including one featuring the intimidating Library Police character, he discussed their suitability with
Ardelia. After being re-encrypted by it, Sam checked the books with a warning that they must be returned in a timely or other manner I have to send the Library Police Officer after you. The speech was a breakthrough, but Naomi informed Sam that Ardelia Lortz had been dead for years. Ardelia, as a
young woman, committed suicide in 1960 after killing two children and a local sheriff's deputy. These books were accidentally destroyed and a Menacing Library Policeman terrorized Sam at his home. Through Naomi, Sam met Dirty Dave Dave Duncan, a former alcohol sign painter and former lover of
Ardelia. From Dave's memory, Sam found that Ardelia was not a person but who ate fear and that Duncan was a friend/conspirator who was sometimes not clever in helping his feed from child fear. Dave believes Ardelia is seeking revenge and a new host. Despite the trio attempting to stop Ardelia's
return, Sam recalls the oppressed memory: a man who claimed to be a Library PoliceMan was raped and threatened Sam when he was younger in St. Louis. However, the new Library Policeman is not merely a man's recreation from Sam's past, but also Ardelia's dissident, who wants Sam to be his new
host. Dave died defending Sam and Naomi from Ardelia. Sam and Naomi defeated Library PoliceMan/Ardelia, only to learn that Ardelia had attached to Naomi in the form of blistering growth, covered in a white thread skein lubricant... a pulsating pink jelly and pulsating with the beat of her heart. Sam



threw the creature from Naomi's neck and destroyed it under the wheel of a passing train. Sun Doga Polaroid Sun 660AuthorStephen KingGenre(s)Horror Kevin Delevan receives a Sun 660 Polaroid camera for his fifteenth birthday. He finds that there is something strange about the camera: the only
picture produced is a malicious black dog that seems to move closer to every shot seeming to attack the photographer. On recommendations, Kevin applied for help from Reginald Pop Merrill, owner of a wealthy and irresponsible garbage shop in the town of Castle Rock, Maine. Although just as unsettled
by the phenomenon as Kevin, Merrill sees an opportunity to further his own interests; that is, selling cameras to paranormal fans for a lot of money. He managed to change the camera for another model of the same, which Kevin However, much to his disappointment, Merrill can't get rid of himself of the
sun because his client either dismisses him as false or declines to buy it because of the discomfort and uncomfortable they feel when looking at the pictures. Furthermore, Merrill finds himself increasingly forced to use – the dog slowly advances and turns into something more caring and monstrous with
every picture he takes. Meanwhile, Kevin was beset by repeated nightmares about the dog. Realizing that Merrill fooled her and the Sun was never destroyed, she set out to prevent Merrill from taking any picture again for fear that the dog would break into the real world. At this point, the influence of the
camera over Merrill has led him to lose his grip on sanity. After waking up one night to find himself holding the Sun and repeatedly pressing his trigger, Merrill was determined to crush him in the morning. However, he hallucinates that one of the cuckoo hours hanging on the walls of his store is really a
camera, and crushes the clock instead. Under the illusion that he repaired the clock at his workplace, Merrill began taking pictures again. At the moment, Kevin and his father arrived to contend for Merrill, but they were too late to stop him. The dog ripped his way out of the final photo, killing Merrill in the
process. Inspired by his nightmare, Kevin has brought another sun with him, and just as the dog will escape himself, he photographs him, trapping him again in the world of Polaroid. In the epilog, Kevin gets a computer for the next anniversary. To test the processor function of his word, he splattered the
chocolate fox quickly jumping over a lazy dog. Instead of printing this text, the page reads, the Dog is loose again. It doesn't sleep. It's not lazy. It comes for you, Kevin. It's very hungry. And it's very angry. Acceptance shortly after his release, Michael A. Morrison in the Washington Post called the collection
excellently made except Sun Dogs, praising King's unexpected similes and the use of dreams to reveal the character. [12] Robert Chatain called it perhaps king's best book and serious, heavy effort, characterising the stories as rich as well as fast, complicated, even deviant, like carnival rides that
seemed simple from the ground but turned unexpectedly nasty and vertiginous when we were in the air. [13] However, Josh Rubins in Entertainment Weekly graded anthology C+ and considered it a formula with passion and contemporary environment. Rubins compared The Langoliers' novella to—citing
novella characters—a silly disaster [film] and a bad film [television]. He found the Secret Window, Secret Garden could be hung out with a gimmick, at least convincing [finale]. He called the Sun Dogs the simplest, most distinctive and complimented him as mostly a delicious black comedy. [14] Andy
Solomon in the New York Times commented that King's mass appeal came ironically from inspired, refers to the orological axis of popular culture for description. [15] See also Short fictional bibliographic references Stephen King ^ Rolls, Albert (2008). (2008). King: A Biography: A Biography. ABC-CLIO.
p. 96. ISBN 978-0-313-34573-9. Reached on April 5, 2020. ↑ Bram Stoker Awards 1991. sfadb.com. Reached on November 19, 2015. ↑ Locus Grace 1991. sfadb.com. Reached on November 19, 2015. ↑ King, Stephen (August 2, 2016) [1990]. Four Midnight last night (Reprint ed.). New York, NY:
Scribner. p. xv. ISBN 978-1501143496. Reached on April 16, 2019. ↑ King, Tabitha; DeFilippo, Marsha. Stephen King.com: Biography. Diarkibkan from the original on May 9, 2008. Achieved on 4 March 2008. ↑ Clips from Entertainment Tonight. Reached on October 24, 2013. ↑ Stephen King (1995).
Stephen King's The Langoliers (DVD). Artisan. ↑ Koep, David (Director) (Audio Review) (2004). Secret Window (Motion Picture (DVD)). Columbia Pictures. ↑ Stephen King Radio Dramas. Talk to Stephen King. February 13th, 2010. ↑ Stephen King - King Sued By 'The Real' Annie Wilkes.
contactmusic.com. 8 Jun 2005. Reached on May 6, 2012. ↑ Rogak, Lisa (January 6, 2009). Haunted Heart: The Life and Times of Stephen King. Macmillan. ISBN 9780312377328. ↑ Rolls, Albert (2008). Stephen King: A Biography: A Biography. ABC-CLIO. p. 96. ISBN 978-0-313-34573-9. Reached on
April 5, 2020. ↑ Rolls, Albert (2008). Stephen King: A Biography: A Biography. ABC-CLIO. p. 97. ISBN 978-0-313-34573-9. ↑ Rubins, Josh (September 21, 1990). Four Midnight last night. Entertainment Weekly. Reached on November 2, 2015. ↑ Solomon, Andy (September 2, 1990). Scared but Safe. The
New York Times. Reached on November 3, 2015. External link Langoliers header list in The Langoliers Internet Speculative Fixation Database on IMDb Taken from
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